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Results

Background
•

The goal is to build an attachment for a Bobcat/Skid Steer with
integrated software and hardware for drilling a slash pine tree to
be tapped for pine resin production and for gathering data.

•

This project is meant to resurrect the naval industry by making
the tree tapping process more efficient due to automation.

Research Hypothesis
•

The proposed research project is using innovative
technology to tap slash pine trees and collect their resin.

•

This integrated system will replace the traditional laborintensive manual work required in collecting resin.

Preliminary Review
●

●

Our Sponsor is Lloyd Busby with B&L Naval Stores.
We contacted Dr. Alan Hodges from UF who has done
research and constructed a “tree drilling machine”.

Discussion
•

The point of the lidar system working with the camera is to
identify what type of tree is in front of the bobcat to signal to
the driver whether it is a pine tree or not.

•

The positioning system is in place to tell the driver how far
away the tree is with respect to the spindle on the
attachment.

•

The drilling program uses limit switches to communicate with
the linear slide to move forward or backward based on the
position of the attachment.

Prototype to Finished Product
•

Dr. Gurau helped us realize many practicality flaws in
the initial design.

•

Many technologies were used to assemble the final
product: Welding, Cutting, Water Jet, Drilling and CAD
design.

Top Findings
•

This project was important in making pine tree resin
collection more efficient/simplistic.

•

The main idea is to reestablish the naval industry in the
United States.
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